The Air University (AU) Teaching and Learning Center (TLC) is the focal point for activities related to the enhancement of teaching and learning at AU. We provide resources, expertise, guidance and facilities to increase the ability of faculty to teach and students to learn.

**News**

- **The new M365 Environment is up and running!** Many of our resources are now available there and more are added daily. Visit our TLC - Teaching and Learning Center team in M365 Teams for the latest additions.

- **The Faculty Essentials Course (FEC) has moved!** Our FEC presentations are now conducted in the new M365 environment. FEC is a new TEAM in M365 (not just a channel), so search for it (or click this link: [TLC - Faculty Essentials Course](#)) and join this new Team using this code: x8csdx3

**Events**

**Faculty Essentials Courses - Tuesday’s at 10am**

- 4 Aug – Best Practices for Designing & Teaching Online-Part 4, Dr. Kelly Jewell-Glasscock & Ms. Lillist Watson
- 11 Aug – The Role of Assessment, Drs. Susan Slear & Ruth Busby
- 18 Aug – Video Recording for Video Instruction, Dr. Kelly Jewell-Glasscock & Ms. Lillist Watson
- 25 Aug – Case Studies, Dr. Lisa Zanglin

**Learn Tech Tours** offer educators at AU a venue to gain experience with an array of educational hardware, software, and “gadgetry” benefiting the learning enterprise. Here is one from the archive, [Podcasting to Promote Learning](#).

Follow us on Twitter [@AirTeaching](#).

**TLC Facilities**

Our facilities are now open for reservations at 50% capacity. Go to [Events Calendar](#) to see what events are currently scheduled. Click HERE for more info about our spaces.

**Learning Technology**

The term “Learning Technology” has always meant different things to different people. Is it something we DO (e.g., discover how to use technology) or does the term encompass a group of THINGS (e.g., hardware and software that promote learning)? In a word, BOTH! Educators at Air University are learning new teaching approaches while using a collection of new learn-tech tools… while those tools are being refined daily!

From August to December 2020 the TLC will team with AU/A6 in supporting the O365 to M365 migration, teach learning technology lessons as part of the Faculty Essentials Course, and provide dedicated Learn Tech Tours training sessions in M365 Teams. This combination of efforts is aimed directly at arming the educator and heightening the learning experiences for all AU students.

During this time, our five focus areas will be:

1. Migrating O365 to M365: Export/Import, download/upload, and re-build only as needed.
3. Connecting Teams to other M365 apps for education: Stream, Forms, SharePoint, OneNote.
4. Integrating Microsoft Teams with Canvas: Maximize Canvas LMS with collaboration power of Teams.
5. Adobe Captivate and SCORM-based learning modules: Building self-paced learning modules and blending them into virtual instruction.

**LinkedIn Learning!** Another great resource available from the TLC. We have a limited number of licenses providing access to this valuable tool. Contact us at 953-5454 for more information.